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Homecoming Offers Full Day of Events
Brunch, Football, Reception, Parties
Condensed to a single day this
Year to attract more alumni and
to give the individual class members time to make personal contacts, Homecoming
1964 will convene November 14 at 10 a.m. with
the tribute to William Marsh Rice.
The Silver Anniversary Class of
1939, represented by President Dan
Moody and vice-president Mrs.
Sam (Frances Irene Flanagan)
Rethea, will preside over the
wreath laying ceremonies.
Registration will begin immediately following at 10:15 a.m. in
the lobby of the Rice Memorial
Center with Mrs. Charles (Harriet
Allen '36) Talbot serving as chairnian.
The Homecoming Brunch, erront.
-°11slY scheduled in the last Sal(YPort for 12 noon is set for 10:45
alrl• in the Grand Hall of the Mernorial Center.
.„.Chairman for the Brunch is
rs. John S. (Dorothy Dayton
z eb. '44) Sellingsloh. Assisting her
„as hosts and hostesses are Mr. and
,
rs• Bob (Evelyn Junker) Pur('39); Mr. and Mrs. Bill Denrock
Mr. and Mrs. John
Martin('39);
('39); Mr. and Mrs. Robert
'Teggy Monroe '45) Simonds (Oct.
Mr. and Mrs. Don (Dorothy
'
reen Feb. '44) Suman (Feb. '44);
r. and Mrs. Douglas (Mary
Hed„„
riok '34) Ragland '33; and Mr .and
-Lirs• David A. (Noima Clay '29)
'
lagerman '28.
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Reservations for the Brunch
IttlaY be made on the coupon in
his issue. The charge is $3 per
erson and the menu includes
jUtt, eggs, a breakfast steak,
`tashed brown potatoes, biscuits,
and beverage.
Master of Ceremonies will be
:.'an
s
Moody and the speaker will
The Right Reverend Scott Field
lley
a
'38. Dr. Paul Pfeiffer, Rice
rofessor of electrical engineerWill offer the invocation and
111
Tirnme, president of the Rice
,todent Body, will offer some in4°doctory remarks.
_ till
Davis, President of the As:11e1ation of Rice Alumni, will prewtille over the business meeting
12 toh will follow the brunch at
n0011. At that time, the newly
b ected
members of the alumni
°ard will be announced.
The Rice-Texas A&M game is
for 2 p.m. in Rice Stadium,
Ord the crowning of the Homening Sweetheart will be a part
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of the halftime ceremonies.
Following the game, a reception
will be held in Grand Hall. Chairman for the reception is Mrs. John
(Margaret Zenor '34) Heinzerling.
Reunion parties for the honored
classes ending in "4" and "9" will
be held in various parts of the
city Saturday evening. Each class

has sent a mailing to its members
announcing the time and place.
Over-all chairman for Homecoming is Mrs. A. Ross (Mary
Jane Hale '37) Rommel. Publicity
chairman is Mrs. Mike (Ellen
Elizardi '55) Kelley and program
chairman is Mrs. J. T. (Nancy
Moore) Eubank Jr.

Peunion Celetrations
"
Honor classes this year are all those ending in "4" or "9".
Celebrating their silver anniversary are members of the Class
of 1939. Dan Moody is permanent president of that class and Mrs.
Sam (Frances Irene Flanagan) Bethea is the permanent vicepresident.

1919
Breakfast — Saturday, November 14 at 8 a.m. in the Imperial
Room of the Warwick Hotel. All members of the Frontier
Five Classes, 1916, 1917, 1918, 1919, and 1920 are invited.
Reservations may be made for $3.25 per person with Mrs.
Norman Moore, 2328 Bluebonnet Drive.

1934
Cocktail Party — Saturday, November 14 from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m.
in the Gulf Coast Suite on the tenth floor of the Houston Club.
Reservations for this thirtieth anniversary may be made
with Mrs. Martha Thorsell, 849 Houston Club Building,
Houston. The $5 per person charge includes drinks and
hors d'oeuvres.

1939
Cocktail Buffet — Saturday, November 14 at 7 p.m. in the
French Room of the Mayfair Apartment Building, 1600 Holcombe Blvd. Reservations are $6.50 per person and should
be made with Mrs. Mary Scott at 1600 Holcombe Blvd. in
Houston, or by calling RI 7-4831.

1944
Cocktail Buffet — Saturday, November 14 at Kaphan's Restaurant
from 6 until 8:30 p.m. Reservations for the twentieth reunion
of both the February and October classes are $5 and may
be made with either Mrs. Dennis Sattler at 3710 Linkwood
Drive or with Mrs. E. A. Rain, 6155 Cedar Creek. Make checks
payable to "Mrs. Dennis Sattler—Reunion" or "Mrs. E. A.
Rain—Reunion". Drinks are not included in the reservation
price, so guests must furnish their own bottles.

1954
Cocktail Buffet — Saturday, November 14 from 7 to 9 p.m. in
the Meyerland Club, 9000 South Rice Avenue. Reservations
for this tenth reunion are $3 per person and should be made
with Florence Kessler at 9615 Stella Link Road, Apartment
5. The reservation price does not include drinks.

1959
Cocktail Party — Saturday, November 14 from 5 to 7 p.m. in the
State East Room of the Hotel America. Drink tickets will be
bought there. No reservations need be made. For additiona)
information on the fifth reunion, contact Mrs. Tommie Lu
Maulsby at 4810 Jason or Harvin Moore Jr. at 5647 Ella
Lee Lane.

Fantastic profits can be made
without risking a dime.
Impossible? In the real business
world perhaps, but in the Rice
Alumni
Association
sponsored
MANTRAP program, its all a part
of the game.
MANTRAP, a business simulation game originally prepared by
the Small Business Administration
for owners, managers, and key
employees of small businesses,
deals with the small business decision-maker's problem of obtaining and evaluating information
under restrictions of time and
money.
Any Rice alumnus may play the
MANTRAP game which will be
held December 1, 2, 8, and 9 from
7:30 p.m. until 10 p.m. in the
Grand Hall of Rice University.
Cost of participating is $30 per
person. As only a limited number
of people can take part in the
game at the same time, the first
50 applicants will be accepted.
Information on MANTRAP is
being sent to all alumni in the
Houston
area; however, any
alumnus who would be able to
attend the four-night program is
eligible to enroll.
Co-chairmen for the program
are Malcolm McCants ('37) and
Robert Sumners. MANTRAP is
being made available to alumni
as a part of the Association's Continuing Education Program. Another educational offering will be
the Estate Planning Program set
for February.
The game is especially geared
to small businessmen. According
to the Bureau of Statistics 90 to
95 percent of the businesses in
the United States are so classified
— a business with under 500 employees or less than one million
dollars gross sales a year.
To play, the participants are
assigned to teams — five people
on each team — and given the
varied problems of the company,
its industry, and its competitors.
The competitors are the other
teams of players, and all teams
work on the same problems at the
same time.
Teams are given a problem situation requiring action to keep
the company in operation, the
final result of the "executive"
decisions being the success or
failure of the business.
Typical problem situations include decreasing sales, expired
lease, new product being marketed by competitor, financing,
plant relocation, and personnel.
independently,
Teams
work
drawing upon resource materials
as they decide necessary.
Results and decisions are compared and discussed by all participants.
The profits of the game, rather
than being monetary, are estimated in terms of experience in utilizing business information, and increased knowledge of business
principles used in decision making.
This game was devised by the
Small Business Administration because it was felt that men and
women needed an opportunity to
experiment with ideas of management without running the risk of
financial lost.

Hans Kohn Lectures
On Fall of Empires
Professor Hans Kohn, considered
by many historians to be one of
the top authorities on modern
European history in the United
States today, will deliver a special
series of lectures at Rice in October and November.
The series of three public lectures, sponsored by the Rice History and Political Science department, is on the general topic:
"The Disintegration of Empires:
The End of Three Historical
Epochs."
The first lecture was "The Disintegration of the Hapsburg Empire. The End of Monarchy."
The second lecture on November 4 will be on "The Disintegration of the British Empire. The
End of Colonialism."
The third lecture on November
18 will be devoted to "The Disintegration of the Communist Empire. The End of Ideology."
Professor Kohn, a visiting professor of history at the University
of Texas this semester, the author
of numerous books, a frequent
government advisor and lecturer
at Armed Forces War Colleges
and State Department Foreign
Service Schools, has long been
known as one of the outstanding
scholars in America on modern
European history.
He has been chairman of the
United States Committee to Promote Studies of the History of the
Hapsburg Monarchy since the
committee was formed in 1957, and
is a member of the Board of
Editors of the Austrian History
Yearbook which is published by
Rice.
Dr. Kohn, who has received
(continued on Page 8)

Wenci.ous
With Elaine Maas '45 Architect
BY JANE HALE ROMMEL
It was a delight to watch petite,
dynamic Elaine Maas as she enthusiastically described her fascinating work. Her expressive hands
were busy as she talked, shaping
imaginary structures and designs
that I could almost see.
One of the few women architects
in Houston, Elaine has proven her
versatility by a variety of accomplishments in many different areas
of her profession. Presently she
has embarked upon what she says
is an intriguing new approach to
architecture.
She is one of a group of pioneers
hard at work in a new field of
research — exploring human responses to architectural evironment.
"It is a combination experiment
for the architect, psychologist, sociologist, and anthropologist. As a
result, new disciplines may emerge
such as architect-sociologists or
Actually
architect-psychologists.
at present, a degree in architectural psychology can be obtained
at the University of Utah."
It was rewarding for Elaine to
learn of this work which was being initiated, because all during
her architectural training there
had been a deep conviction within
her that more emphasis should
be placed on the relationship between the architecture of a particular structure and the people who
live or work within it.
She was a participant this past
summer in an inter-disciplinary
research program — Architectural
Environment and Human Behavior at Topeka, Kansas, established
to investigate human response to
architecture. It is sponsored by
the Menninger Foundation.

<Letter...
FROM THE PRESIDENT
At the October board meeting, the Rice Alumni Association, acting
through its elected representatives, gave enthusiastic approval and
promised real support for the projected "Ten Year Plan for Rice
University." It now remains to be seen whether or not the Board
truly represented you or not.
The Test is known as the Rice Alumni Fund Drive.
The proof is funding the goal.
This campaign begins this week. We hope to realize an increase
both in the number of contributors and the average amount contributed by each. The base we start from is a $10 contribution. This is
the anticipated cost per contributor to operate the Alumni Association.
We must have this before we can overcome the subsidy established
by the University to cover our own budget. In other words, just because you are an alumnus costs $10 per year. Of course the more
contributors we have, the lower this base becomes. We emphasize this
because we consider this your minimum responsibility.
If the level of giving stops there, however, we have not endorsed
the plans for growth projected for Rice in the next ten years.
A ten year growth is experienced one year at a time, and this
is the basis of our goal. We hope to build an endowment fund over a
period of five years which will support a Distinguished Alumni Professorship. The increased enrollment at Rice will create a need for
additional funds for Student Aid.
The new facilities projected for construction on the campus afford
opportunities for the Alumni to make an identifiable contribution.
This year we have chosen the Ryon Laboratory. Next year some similar
goals will be established, and in this way, we evidence our continued
endorsement of the plan.
A real effort has been made to prepare informative pamphlets and
letters so that you have the opportunity to learn the facts regarding
Rice and the Ten Year Plan for growth with continued excellence. I ask
you to study this information carefully, then consider what should be
your role in this Plan. Your decision will be reflected in your support
of this Fund Drive.
We seek to double the past support.
BILL DAVIS
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Elaine majored in architecture
and was graduated from Rice with
a BA degree in 1945. The next
year was spent in New York
where she worked with an architectural firm and spent many
hours roaming art galleries and
museums. After this exciting and
enriching year, she decided to
come back to Rice and work for
her BS degree.
Upon her graduation she opened
a firm in Houston called "Designers Associated". She was involved
in work for builders, stage sets for
local theatres, interiors, and decorating.
She dissolved her firm eventually and went to work for architectural firms in order to accumulate the apprentice time needed
to obtain her license. While working with William Tamminga and
Associates, Elaine had the opportunity to help plan the decorating
and furnishing of a resort hotel
which the firm had designed for
Jamaica. Another Rice architect,
Ben Brewer, was supervisor of
the project stationed in Jamaica.
She served as consultant on the
designing of the interiors of the
Carrousel Motor Hotel on the Gulf
Freeway here in Houston.
After working with Houston
architect Hamilton Brown for two
years, Elaine went into business
for herself. Her first building was
the Elmer C. Gardner, Inc. one
story office building on Katy Road
and she designed the Pat Foley
home on Clear Lake. She has
served as an officer of the Rice
Alumni Architectural Society.
During this time she enrollee
in courses in anthropology and
sociology at the University of
Houston and at Rice. She soon
found that practicing architecture
and studying these courses was
a pretty heavy load and had to
make a decision about what direction she was going to take.
She has put aside architecture

for the time being and is now
enrolled in graduate school at the
University of Houston where she
has a teaching assistant fellowship
in sociology and is working toward
her masters degree.
When she earns her MA, she
will return to architecture where
she will apply this training to
studies and programs which are
endeavoring to ascertain what
types of architectural environment
are best suited for specific human
needs.

Wojecki in Demand
At Training Clinics
BY BILL WHITMORE
Rice University's head athletic
trainer Eddie Wojecki, now in
his 20th season in that capacitY
with the Owls, spread the name of
Rice this summer as guest lecturer
at two coaching clinics.
Wojecki was the principal lecturer on "Prevention and Treatment of Athletic Injuries" to several hundred coaches at statewide coaching clinics in August in
Idaho and South Dakota.
Wojecki was in constant demand
as a lecturer at coaching clinics
and before medical groups until
his heart attack of a few years
ago required him to slow the
pace some. Now fully recovered
and active as ever, he has returned
to the podium and has extended
his list of states in which he haS
appeared to some 30 or so.
His longest trip as a trainer,
however, was as head trainer of
the US Olympic team at the 1952
Olympic games in Helsinki, Fin.
land. Eddie wishes he could have
been there in person when Fred
Hansen won that gold medal in
the pole vault this month in Tokyo.
That event would have to come
in the middle of grid season (and
so far away)!
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ELAINE MAAS — ARCHITECT, STUDENT

RICE ALUMNI"'

Rice Alumni Fund Goal Set at $200,000
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."Rice University's goal and aspiration is to be a university of
the highest quality serving not
only as an educational center of
excellence for selected students of
high intellectual ability, motivation, and personal qualifications,
but also as a center of creativity
'where new knowledge and new
ideas result from research and
Other scholarly-creative activities.
"Rice is and shall remain, a
Privately endowed, independent
university. Accordingly, Rice University will actively seek the fiUancial support necessary to realize its objectives from its alumni
and from those individuals, corporations, foundations, and other
sources that value its educational
efforts or benefit from them."
The above is a summary statement taken from Rice's recently
announced 10-Year Plan. It initiated a complete analysis of alumni giving at Rice by the directors
and officers of the Alumni Executive Board. The Board has analYzed Rice's Ten-Year Plan, past
alumni giving at Rice, and alumni
giving at other colleges and universities and has arrived at a goal
for the 1964 Alumni Fund that is
Without precedent at Rice University — a goal of $200,000.
Through this amount at first
glance may seem unduly ambitious, upon careful examination of
the size of the Rice Alumni body
and records of past contributions,
one can see that the amount anticipated from alumni is most
reasonable.
Over 50 percent of Rice alumni
have contributed at some time to
the Alumni Fund since its inception 15 years ago, yet only 35
Percent contribute on a regular
annual basis. If each past contributor in each of the categories
shown below would increase his
gift only to the minimum of the
next highest group, the total

7

'0ni

amount contributed would be over
$200,000. Thus, the $200,000 goal
could be attained without any new
contributors, and without placing
a financial burden on anyone.
However, many new contributors
are expected.
$ 10.00 — 24.99
25.00 — 49.99
50.00 — 99.99
100.00 — 249.99
250.00 — 999.99
In addition, a new nation-wide
telephone and face-to-face solicitation campaign has been initiated in order to tell alumni of
Rice's plans for the future, to
answer specific questions on her
program, and last but not least, to
solicit contributions to the 1964
Alumni Fund.
Through this campaign, which
involves Houston and some 93
areas outside of Houston, over
10,000 Rice Alumni will be contacted on a personal basis with a
request for a contribution to Rice.
This, too, was a factor considered
in determining the Alumni Fund
Goal for 1964.
Finally, the program that Rice
has outlined for the next ten years
has been accepted enthusiastically
by the Alumni Executive Board,
and it is anticipated that this
feeling will be shared by the
majority of Rice Alumni.
With all of this in mind, and
after many discussions with University administrators and faculty, the Alumni Fund Committee
submitted to the Alumni Board
for approval the following four
objectives:
1. Alumni Distinguished Professorship Fund —
$100,000
2. Ryon Engineering Laboratory
Equipment Fund —
$25,000
3. Alumni Student Aid
$25,000
Fund —
4. Support of Alumni Program

(This will take the first $10.00
of each alumnus' contribution.)
The Alumni Board unanimously
approved these objectives and expressed no doubt that these objectives could be attained through the
1964 Alumni Fund, provided that
Alumni consider the objectives
chosen to be worthwhile.
Dr. Carey Croneis, Chancellor
of Rice University, in speaking to
a large group of alumni expressed
his feelings on one of the chosen
objectives as follows: "A distinguished scholar teacher in any
field influences the course of history in a very new sense and
through his students and their
students, he lives on forever.
Bricks and mortar crumble. Expensive equipment soon becomes
out-of-date. The most sophisticated and applauded experiment today may soon be regarded as
worthless in the technical tomorrow. But an inspirational professor
through his creative ideas transcends time and commonly takes on
many of the aspects of immortality... such men make universities.
"It is for these and other associated reasons that we are delighted, and I am personally
pleased that the Alumni have decided to bend their efforts toward
the establishment of an endowed
professorship in the name of the
Alumni. Well-endowed chairs are
a source of extraordinary strength
to any University. They create an
aura of permanence, add vigor to
the existing staff, assist materially
in its recruitment and assure con-

tinuing vitality in the future faculty."
Thus an administrator speaks
on the worthwhileness of one of
the objectives of the 1964 Alumni
Fund. The question now remaining, is "How do Alumni feel about
these four objectives? Will they
lend their support to the expressed
feelings of their elected representatives?"

Rice to Receive
Geology Grant
Rice received a $27,300 grant
from the National Science Foundation for a two-year study of the
"Sedimentology and Foraminiferal
Ecology, Inner Continental Shelf
of South Louisiana."
Dr. Robert R. Lankford, assistant professor of geology and a
specialist in oceanography, will
direct the research project.
Although extensive studies have
been made of the Northwestern
Gulf of Mexico, little is known
of the sedimentologic and micropalentologic phenomena of the
inner shelf off South Louisiana.
The area is a significant region
for study because it contains the
transition environments between
the Mississippi Delta and the nondeltaic inner continental shelf off
the Texas coast. This area also
contains pre-modern deltaic sediments of the Mississippi River
which are being partly destroyed
by marine processes and buried
by modern sediments.

4.....qnsurance Compcrncy

Dale Shepherd Retires Nov.1
B. Dale Shepherd Jr., C.L.U.,
class of 1925, retired as general
agent for the Connecticut Mutual
Life Insurance Company in Houston on November 1. He has reclUested early optional retirement,
hut will continue to serve his policyholders and the company as
associate general agent.
As an undergraduate Mr. Shepherd was a member of the Idlers
Club and the "R" Association. His

DALE SHEPHERD JR.

S ALLYPORT

major was business administration.
He entered the life insurance
business as an agent shortly after
graduation. In 1933 he was appointed general agent at Houston
in partnership with his father,
E. D. Shepherd, Sr., who had
formed the Shepherd Agency in
1904.
In 1937 Mr. Shepherd Sr., turned
the agency's management over to
his son. At the present time Mr.
Shepherd Jr., is the company's
senior general agent in point of
service.
He is past president of the
Houston Association of Life Underwriters, the Houston Chapter of
Chartered Life Underwriters, the
Texas Association of Life Underwriters, the General Agents and
Managers Conference of Texas,
and the Business and Estate Planning Council of Houston.
Mr. Shepherd served three terms
as director of the Houston Rotary
Club. During World War II he
was general chairman of the Harris County Salvage Committee and
has served on the boards of the
Houston YMCA., the Houston Diabetes Association, Committee on
Alcoholism, and as chairman of
the Harris County Polio Association.

FUND CHAIRMAN AND PRESIDENT-ELECT — Dr. John T. Smith, Class
of 1940, is currently serving as National Chairman for the $200,000
Alumni Fund Campaign. Dr. Smith has served for many years as
Fund Chairman for his class. He is Head of the Chemistry Department
in Basic Research at Shell in Houston, and taught for a number of
years in the Chemistry Department at Rice. He received his MA
and PhD in chemistry from the University of Michigan in 1943.
After four years with the Bell Telephone Labs at Murray Hill, New
Jersey, Dr. Smith came to Rice. He is active in AIME, the American
Chemical Society, and various other professional societies, and
serves as an assistant Boy Scout Master. Dr. Smith is married to the
former Margaret Bickley, Class of '42. They have three daughters
and two sons, ranging from nursery school to college in age.
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Vandiver "Historians and Modern War"
(This lecture was presented as the fourth in a series of Distinguished Scholar Lectures, sponsored by the Association of Rice Alumni.
Dr. Frank E. Vandiver is a professor of history at Rice, having joined
the staff in 1955. He is a recognized authority on Southern History.
The views expressed are his own.)
War is a part of the human condition. It is probably the most
paradoxical of all adventures, for it summons the best in us and
condemns us to our worst. We hate war. All of us say we do in rational
moments, and yet we seem to rush into it with a kind of orgiastic
fervor after great periods of tension and distress in the world. War is
the great waster of the world, and yet it sometimes sparks human
genius to the most sublime achievements. It's a terribly horrible thing,
and sometimes it's a very glorious thing. And because it's all these
various ingredients, it remains our most constant problem.
Historians who are always fascinated with terrible problems which
are insoluble, and therefore are really no challenge, have always been
pecularily interested in war. Now those historians who devote their
careers to the study of war are called military historians, and they are
more maligned than most. They are usually regarded by their colleagues
and guilds much as Western historians are ... and everyone knows
that Western historians are playing at cowboys and Indians.
Students of war are playing at war. And even if a few of our
fellow guildsmen concede a little bit more to military historians than
that, they still feel that somehow the study of war is not really legitimate. It is not actually respectable.
Anthony West in one of his typically caustic book reviews in the
New Yorker sums up this suspicion rather neatly I think.
"The only thing to be learned from a study of war," he said, "is
how to make war."
This is glib; this is witty; it is even snide, but it isn't entirely true.
Military historians have generally tried to do more than copy
professional soliders or wave sabres and play at war games. They try,
many of them, to analyze war in its political, its social, its economic
facets. Some of them, some of the better ones, have tried to use martial
crises to study human beings in stress. I was trying to think of some
examples to give you — historians who were broad enough in the
military game to do that — it's a little hard to think of them. I'm
sure the point must be true. Maybe Thucydides is a good example.
He offered in his History of the Peloponnesian War a remarkably
full picture of Athenean life. He was himself a participant, but he
nonetheless achieved a remarkable detachment and showed both sides
of the conflict very well. He etched sharply the weaknesses and the
strengths of Athens.
If you will permit me for the purposes of this discussion, I will
assume Caesar into the guild of history. We could use a few more
like him, I assure you. I think he is another good example of the man
who took a broad approach to the study of war. His Commentarii
amounts to much more than a mere recital of battles. It is classic
personal narrative and very shrewd assessment of war.
Roman history is, of course, exceedingly martial. And, for that
matter, is some of the most fascinating military history that anyone
can study. Certainly it sparked a great deal of interest in the subject.
It sparked the talents of the 18th Century's most stellar student of
the mechanism of conflict, Edward Gibbons. Gibbon's Decline and Fall
of the Roman Empire is a monument of many facets. Not the least of
which is a brilliant account of the Roman military institution.
The tradition of studying war in its fullest perhaps reached its 19th
Century zenith in the work of Karl von Clausewitz, who I doubt
would like to be called a historian. But I will for the moment. Clausewitz was a strange, little Prussian, preoccupied with power. But it is
largely from his works that most modern military theorists, consciously
or not, derive their ideas. War, said Clausewitz, is a mere continuation
of politics by other means. Swords are drawn when politics fail. I hope
that doesn't happen in a couple of weeks from now. When swords are
drawn, Clausewitz believed they should be wielded fiercely and finally.
War was no mere game. War is an act of violence, he said, pushed to
its utmost bounds. Nothing must be left undone in the pushing. All the
force and will of a nation must be used to achieve what Clausewitz
considered the primary objectives of war — destruction of the enemy's
force and of his capacity to make war.
Now out of Clausewitz's writings comes the Doctrine of Absolute
War. Writers, soliders, laymen all have erected a dogma of total war
on Clausewitz's foundation.
Total war as we know it today has its own set of postulates. The
most obvious one is this: Total war brings total defeat.
Now unusual as it may sound to our conditioned 20th Century
ears, total war is not one of the immutable principles of conflict.
Many wars of earlier times were aimed at winning victories of carefully predicted scope. War was recognized and used as a legitimate
instrument of national policy, but a precise and predictable instrument.
Be it said for Clausewitz though that he was not postulating
total war in a vacuum. His military ultraism came in some measure
as a response to Napoleon. French victories under Napoleon combined
with his own special conniving welded much of Europe into a Gallic
hegemony, undreamed since Charlemagne. And the victories that
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Napoleon won, came in the wake of hard fights... fighting reminiscent
of Hannable, and of Alexander.
The cold Prussian strategist who studied Napoleon's campaigns,
believed that Bonaparte waged war along classical lines. And Clausewitz was right. Napoleon did make war once again the decisive scourge,
but he lent some finesse to the process; he was not merely a bludgeoner.
His Machiavellian politics won more from the battle field than victory,
which is to say that he ranked as both a solider and a statesman.
Clausewitz caught the implications of these two roles. All through his
work, Clausewitz harps on the necessity for both martial wisdom and
political sense in the prosecution of any war.
Those are very nice aims; they are absolutely essential, but unfortunately the 10th Century offered very few national laders who
combined such diverse strains of genius.
Two exceptions to the aridity of talent occurred to me — Bismark
and Lincoln. Both Bismark and Lincoln were reformers who accepted
progress as the run of history. Both were realists — men who used
power as an agent of change. And it happened perhaps consequently
that they were both statesmen who loomed above their time and shaped
events. I think it is characteristic of their conception of the statesmen's
role that neither used war as an engine of extinction. Neither wanted
such complete victory over their enemies as would make economic
and social chaos inevitable.
Lincoln's example is in very sharp point. When the Union armies
triumphed at Appomattox, and the South lay wasted and beaten, the
South was utterly helpless to be done with as the victors wished.
Lincoln had malice for none; he hoped for forgiveness, for reconcilliation, for a restoration of the Union as smoothly as possible.
The harsh Reconstruction which cauterized the wound of Civil
War had nothing of his charity in it. And the result has been festering
discomfort for 100 years.
Reconstruction as persued by the victorious Republicans became
a program for total victory — a total victory which would reconstruct
the South along new and different lines. Society would change;
economics would shift; politics would reflect the wishes of the winners.
Now to make this kind of plan effective and lasting, a horse could
simply have plowed up Dixie and salted it down.
Total victory over a hostile population is almost a contradiction
in terms. But the North did its best. The idea of total success or total
victory was burned deeply in Northern hearts. Too many boys in blue
had given their lives; too much Northern treasure had been wasted
in the war; too much hate had been loosed for revenge to go unsated.
And the way of the war had something to do with the way of the
peace.
General U. S. Grant became famous as Unconditional Surrender
Grant. And his relentless grinding of the Confederacy set a tone very
hard to forget. He and General Sherman had waged total war. Anything less than total victory would sell their heroics short. Then, too,
total war generates its own enthusiasm. It expounds well. The grand
strategy of total war rolls easily off the tongue. Even the various
civilians can talk it as though they understand it. Even military historians can talk as though they understand.
Now the gospel of total war, according to popular account, includes
whole nations and peoples; whole industrial complexes; whole economies; it conjures visions of mass struggle, mass sacrifice; it assumes
utter, devastating, complete success. Now so grandiose an idea dies
hard, very hard.
Following the Civil War the United States camped firmly on the
side of total war for some time. And why not? No other modern nation
waged it so well. Tragically for history, I think, European eyes were
cocked toward America's Civil War. German observers especially
recognized in the American conflict several basic changes which made
it different from other wars. Certainly far different from the stagey
affairs of Europe, except, of course Napoleon's campaigns which were
hardly stagey.
The Civil War had railroads, telegraphs, massed field artillery,
rapid maneuvers, labyrinthian trenches around Petersberg and Richmond toward the end. All of these were heralds of harder fighting in
the future.
Prussia pondered the lessons of the Civil War; adapted them to
local circumstances, to their own techniques; and used them with
some effect against France in 1870.
When France collapsed completely, Prussia dictated a peace too
harsh for comfort and too light for permanence.
Both the American Civil War and the Franco-Prussia War fascinated historians and professional militarists. The Civil War in particular generated an exhausting literature. A literature which chronicled
the conflict in its smallest, dreariest detail. It got so bad that you were
expecting confidently everyday to see some newspaper article entitled
Lincoln's Doctor's Dog, which would really have done it. The only
thing left out of that is the Bible which could be worked in somewhere.
Waves of historians examined the Civil War, and they disgorged
minute studies of opposing leaders, of strategies and tactics, of the
causes of Southern failure, and of the inevitability of Northern success.
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In most of the works about the Civil War that appeared before
1918, almost no attention was paid to the peace of Appomattox. The
total victory of the North was accepted as a matter of course. Now
some Southern students, naturally, had lamented the rigors of Reconstruction, but even such Confederate apologists as Alexander Stephens
and Jefferson Davis accepted total defeat as part of total war. And as
Confederate President, Davis certainly waged as total a war as he
could contrive.
Later pro-Southern writers, men such as James G. Randall, Charles
Ramsdell, Frank L. Owsley, all accepted the total war idea without
qualm. They focused their attention mainly on why the Southern effort
failed to match the North's in totality. There was the trouble. The South
just wasn't total enough. That was certainly true.
Acceptance of totality as essential in war to some extent shaped
American policy in Cuba and the Philippines following the SpanishAmerican War. It marked most of the scholarly and military writing
of the early 20th Century. So pervasive was the notion of the all-out
national effort, that it conditioned war-planning by the major powers
in the first half of this century. True the nature of international
Politics after the turn of the century gave the special force to the
idea of total war.
History sometimes shapes its own processes. And the increasing
complexity of the world made simple war as difficult as simple life.
From the widening web of international intrigue came the strategy
of Power politics. A strategy which spawned the famed European
Alliance system.
This system, a fantastic tangle of promises and cross promises,
of Pledges and gentlemen's agrrements, pitted half of Europe against
the other half just in case the balance of power tilted. Conceived,
of course, as a foolproof means of keeping the peace, the Alliance
sYstem hinged on a delicate timing mechanism. And once the mechanism went into action, nothing could stop. The only hope was that it
would never start.
Looking back on this in hind sight, the arguments for the Alliance
system have haunting likeness to our present-day talk of fail-safe
nuclear deterent. Unfortunately the Alliance deterent did not deter.
After the startling shot at Sarayevo in the summer of 1914, the
Cumbrous machinery of war slid slowly into gear. Serbia looked to
Russia; Russia cocked an anxious eye on France; Germany took benevolent interest in Austria's ambitions; England kept jealous watch
Oil Belgium's borders; but even in the terrible unease of July and
August, things might have cooled off had it not been for the formal
war plan.
Over the years since the American Civil War, major powers had
come increasingly to rely on their general staffs for the preparation
Of defense programs aimed at preserving national security. These
Were not really to be used of course; they were just necessary in
case something went wrong, and the unlikely occurred, and war started
n Europe. But once in the files of the war ministries, these plans
relentless instruments of policy. First rumors of war would
bring them into play; their mobilization schedules; their intricate
°ring
railroad and mechanized time tables; their munitions requirements
all these would cease being fancies and become ruling facts of life.
So it was with the Schlieven plan of Germany and with France's less
famed, but equally rigid, Plan 17.
Understandably enough, these professional programs were concerned entirely with military success. Their objective was victory in
the field. Statesmen and politicos could prattle endlessly about war aims
and Peace terms; the generals concerned themselves with nothing
save total war.
Now as it worked out, all of the great plans for rapid maneuver
and certain success went awry in August of 1914, and World War I
Went to pieces. Instead of being a very neat affair played on a wellordered checker board, it became a horror of machine guns, barbed
bottomless mud, and more scrapped plans than any other war
'lad ever produced. Fire power had given an edge to defense; defense
fIA'as now stronger than attack. And once the hope of quick decision
}Tded, opposing leaders settled into a monstrous seige in the trenches.
b tit the generals seemed unfazed by the facts — they kept talking
,
°1dlY of breaking through and forcing a decision in Paris or Berlin.
13reaking through with what? Where?
The machine gun was the thing that was more than an equalizer.
olhe machine gun achieved the absolutely impossible — it antiquated
,
vernight the horse calvary, a thing that most horse soliders resented,
_gerlied, and rejected. So completely did they reject it, that famous horse
eolider Marshall Hague, commanding the British armies ordered a
tualvarY charge at 10:30 in the morning on November 11, 1918... so
L`Lat he could say the last battle on the British front was conducted
oy the horse calvary. It was, and they lost. '
Now across the Atlantic, all of this idiocy, this terrible stalemate,
and all of this optomistic drivel was watched in growing alarm by
..
a,
n American student of history — Woodrow Wilson knew something
illout war. His studies of United States history initiated it. He had no
t nisions about human conflict. As best he could see, wars solved very
Problems; peace settlements solved almost none at all. And
0
,
11.aon alone among the world leaders groped toward a new concept
international order. When in one of his famous declarations of
'
k unciple, he called for peace without victory, he stirred a holocaust
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of resentment in both allied and central powers camps. Both sides
gave loud lip service to notions of a reasonable peace, but each pushed
their secret goals.
Real hope for a truly negotiated peace went almost completely
down the drain in 1917.
Russia's sudden collapse and withdrawal from
the war gave Berlin a chance to prove its piously declared devotion
to fair and rational settlements. As proof, Germany offered Russia
the treaty of Brest-Litovsk, a treaty to rank with the harshest in
history, one which exacted absolute victory. Brest Litovsk set the
tone for some of the subsequent peace discussions. If Germany had
so hard a heart, should the allies profer mercy?
In the end, of course, Wilson could not achieve his sane designs.
War never generates much forgiveness. And the World War generated
none at all. Still Wilson's ideas deserve attention. A harsh peace, he
argued, is almost worse than none. Peace without victory might seem
a contradiction in terms, but it was a new and worthy concept, one
which took account of the hopeless intricacies of global war and
recognized that armies had gotten out of hand. No longer could any
nation rely on combat as a precise instrument of policy. International
relations were too tightly woven to permit even a snag in the fabric.
When Wilson's bold scheme was overridden by such peace-baiters
as Lloyd George, Clemenceau, and Orlando, the processes of conflict
clicked back into position — the Versailles deliberations produced
a monster that rose to smite its creators in all too brief a time. The
tough treaty kindled a resentment in Germany which smoldered until
Adolf Hitler fanned the flames of Aryan Nationalism — the kind of
emotional poison he fed to the Fatherland rings a persistant echo.
Germany's honor demanded revenge for Versailles. Revenge for the
humiliation of that treaty. Honor depended on strength; strength
sprang from order; order rose from force; therefore, force makes respect.
If the shabby little house painter with the Charle Chaplin mustache
seemed a comic opera figure, he had the armor of the zealot. If his
irredentist rantings sounded quaint, they held a stridently hypnotic
sway. If his brown shirted followers seemed a little silly to the
older bergers of Germany, they had a fanaticism which baffled ridicule.
Hitler's yearnings were the breath of a new Germany. And succeeded
not only because of German resentment over Versailles, but also
because of a general depression, following the war.
The range and results of the 1914 to 1918 fighting had gone beyond
any expectation. Things had really changed. Gone was the leisure
of a peaceful time; gone the optomism of a gentler age; gone forever
some grace in the world. And with this new harshness came crushing
disillusion. Politicians, statesmen, scholars, all turned against war.
And so began the pacifist era.
Historians round the world trained their sites on war and found
it wanting. In America such writers as Walter Millas examined our
entry into World War I with jaundiced eye. In the Road to War Millas
concluded that America joined the allies not to make the world safe
for democracy, but safe and profitable for munitions makers. President
Wilson suffered myriad historical attacks for leading America needlessly into horror. He became, in fact, the favorite whipping boy of
almost every anti-war writer. Unfortunately the views of some counterminded scholars were generally ignored.
Sidney Fay's sound study of the Origins Of The World War, which
he published in 1930, won some scholarly approval, but little popular
acceptance. Charles Seymour's American Neutrality 1914 to 1917, which
traced our intervention to the German submarine, went against the
pacifist grain of the reading public. And even Newton D. Baker's
reasonable memoirs, Why We Went to War, were soon forgotten.
Preparedness, a very popular word in the late thirties, received
very little support from the American Historical Guild in the years
before World War II. It was neither fashionable nor necessary. It
Europe blundered into another cataclysm, we should stay out. The
atmosphere of this illusion gave rise to such aberations as isolationism
and the America First movement of the late 1930's.
Now this is not to say that all scholars were silent about the Nazi
menace or unaware of surgent Japanese militarism. But in general
the coming of World War II trapped the liberal historians of the 20's
and 30's in a quandry of sentiment versus reality. Few if any of them
had attempted to prepare for another war. Now they had to justify
it somehow. This failure of scholarship is hard to condone, but easy
to understand. Scholars everywhere were not alone in their inability
to face change. Europe and England, as well as the United States, paid
little attention to the writings of those few professional soliders who
prophesied a new and surprising war. Those stalwarts who preached
the coming triumph of armor were ridiculed. Billy Mitchell's theories
of air supremecy were scorned and rejected by horse soliders and blue
water admirals.
So it was that when the Second World War began, all kinds of
agonizing reappraisals were forced upon the political, military, and
scholarly world. Traditional military men were stunned by the Blitzkrieg. Liberal statesmen, humanists, and scientists were struck by the
criminality of Nazism. So vicious indeed was the Third Reich, that the
qualms of some oldline pacifists happily vanished. Here was a truly
necessary war. A war with noble and humanitarian purpose. All of
them could get behind it. And as the conflict spread around the globe,
the grandeur of it all began to re-kindle the glory of a just crusade.
Soliders found that the Second World War went the way they thought
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the first one should have gone. Thusly proving, of course, that things
are immutable in war.
This time there were no lines of entrapping trenches. The new
calvary, tanks and light armored vehicles, ruined old techniques
of static defense. War was restored to mobility.., to a thing that
Napoleon and Stonewall Jackson would have recognized. Modern
air warfare in the Second World War might even be called almost a
new dimension, so different was it from the romantic dashes of the tiny
wooden crates over the old Western front.
But like all long wars, wars that involve nations in sacrificial
suffering for years, World War II festered its own peculiar hate. Perhaps because so many thought they could see its higher purposes, this
war reached unprecedented emotional fervor. Hitler's heinous suppression of the Jews; the barbarism of the SS in German-occupied
territories, the increasing Nazi fanaticism reflected daily in the allied
press — all these things made absolute victory essential.
Consequently when the fighting ended, the allied powers imposed
unconditional surrender on Germany. Carved it apart, and sought
permanent extinction of its war potential.
Sound as this seemed at the time, events have shown unconditional
surrender to have been unrealistic. Without governemnt, without any
means of self-support, Germany fell pray to Russian extortion and
became a heavy burden on America.
Unconditional surrender created a power vacuum which gave Russia
a chance to enter heavily into European affairs. The power vacuum
also imposed on the allies new responsibilities for which many of
them, especially the United States, were totally unprepared. Our
years of virtual isolation, our constant reliance on the Monroe Doctrine
to keep us removed from the world's realities had laced America in a
kind of insular complex, and the -sudden role of world power caught
us with our fears up and our dander down.
We faced the same sort of problems in the Far East that we did in
Europe. We couldn't get away from them at all. After frustrating, costly
years of bitter fighting on countless isles and atolls, Japan by VE day,
by the end of the war in Europe, was battered and almost beaten.
She had been shoved steadily back from the fringes of her conquest
and was now at bay on the home island. Now an invasion of Hokkaido,
Honshu, and Kyushu would cost thousands, perhaps even a million
lives. It nonetheless appeared unavoidable. This was one of the war
plans in the files — the plan to invade the home island — but one
bright flash over Hiroshima, and a war ended and a revolution began.
The first problem for America, of course, was settlement with
Japan. She had surrendered. But she surrendered with an important
condition as a catch — now vicious as the Far Eastern War had been
and hateful as were all things Japanese — the allies stopped short
of absolute triumph and accepted this condition.
Consequently, under General Douglas MacArthur's guidance, the
Mikado was left in titular charge of the state. This was a very shrewd
stroke. It avoided a power vacuum. It gave a structure to the Japanese
government, a fromework to build around; it made all processes of
occupation easier.
The postwar success in Japan proved the wisdom of compromise.
And was one of the few bright spots to come from the carnage of the
world's biggest war.
World War II worked a fascination on the world. Why not?
It had absolutely everything — bigness, mass horror, shining, incrediable
heroism. Enough blood was spilled to please even the followers of
modern television.
These ingredients party explain, I think, the unexpected popularity of all books about the war. It was different from the post World
War I era; after Versailles the usual spate of memoirs had appeared,
but most of them fell flat on the glacial pacifism of the times. But
even during the Second World War, fantastic interest greeted such
personal narratives as William L. Shirer's Berlin Diary or Richard
Tregaskis's Guadalcanal Diary.
And after the war memoirs were read avidly; critiques of strategy;
expositions of tactics; books on virtually any phase of the fight found
an easy audience.
Interestingly enough, the new found enthusiasm for military
history had a pervasive effect, war was now acceptable as a scholarly
theme. Even highly reputed Harvard historian, Samuel Elliot Morrison,
wrote a monumental history of United States naval operations in the
Second World War. Many historians shared the preparation of the
Army's volumes on the war. Military history was definitely in.
Universities, those bastions of the outmoded, even allowed graduate
students to write doctoral dissertations in military history. Students
of economics, sociology, psychology, not to mention history, devoted
attention to war and its ramifications. The whole fabric of conflict
received careful study.
But over an these investigations, hung the great unanswered
question — what about the bomb.
The atomic bomb, superseded by the hydrogen bomb and allegedly
dwarfed by the cobalt bamb, wrenched the earth out of its older
forms.
Certainly the atomic age reshaped war. Military analysts pondered
the problem of just how much it had reshaped war. The most obvious
change lay in the fact that the ultimate weapon was upon us. Mass exePAGE 6 I WINTER, 1964

cution had been achieved in the past; even ancient campaigns were not
without wholesale slaughter on a very efficient scale. But now the total
extinction of the enemy could be counted among possible objectives.
This possibility opened staggering vistas. Now the total domination
of the enemy was actually achievable without years of hard fight.
Extermination was cheap, relatively. And because it was, it might well
become preferable to more expensive forms of conflict. Here was a
hard dilemma for the student of war. What were the chances for
survival of customary forms of combat? Should they survive? If
nuclear weapons could be harnessed, made traditional and economical,
should nations bother with old-fashioned methods of destruction?
These questions badgered soliders continually in the years after
Hiroshima.
American service schools focused anguished attention on the place
of the atom in conflict; endless staff studies were produced on the
possible strategical uses of nuclear weapons. Tactical applications were
considered; military analysis of nuclear potentialities usually was restricted though, confined to one consideration — combat effectiveness.
Political and moral considerations had no place in war plans. The
general staff faced a tough enough job in blending new weapons into
old patterns. And this problem of blending raised such basic questions
as the use of infantry in nuclear combat.
General James Gavin, one of the cannier American officers of
the post war class, proposed the idea of a fluid frontal zone, an area
perhaps a 150 miles deep in which independent atomic battle groups,
each entirely self-sufficient would operate. The old familiar front
line would vanish under blast effects and contamination. The fluid
front, highly mobile independent nuclear combat units, atomic artillery,
missle-carrying support aircraft — these are some of the prospective
tools of the new warfare.
Decisions about using them falls not to the general, but to the
statesman. In 1950 when North Korea struck mightly across the
38th Parallel, President Harry Truman and the United Nations Command decided against atomic weapons. Small nuclear devices were
perhaps not yet tactically reliable; but the atomic bomb was at hand.
Truman's decision was to stick to old fangled war and slug it out.
Much hue and cry arose during the famous police action as to whether
atomic bombs should be dropped on the Red Chinese installations
beyond the Yalu River. As things worked out, General MacArthur,
US and UN Commander in the area, became a champion of all-out
total war. He wanted to bomb Chinese bases beyond the Yalu bridges,
and considering his problems and responsibilities, he could have
wanted nothing less. He was, after all, a product of the old war schools,
and trained to smash the enemy. He considered victory his main
assignment. No solider likes to accept less.
President Truman, like all war presidents, found himself buffeted
by cruel cross-pressures. Victory is an old American tradition. We
never lose. Americans expected victory. And a wave of sentiment
built in favor of an all-out effort to crush North Korea and its Chinese
allies.
But an all-out effort in Korea, conjured prespects of a third
World War — a war with China and Russia firmly aligned and with
India's hordes uncertain; with most of our allies still weak from the
last world conflict.
The atomic bomb? It would have destroyed some of the major
supply bases for the China Reds. But world reaction denied its use as
a sensible weapon. Strident voices in America called for its use and
professed no interest in global opinion.
But President Truman, in the most sensitive of all positions,
caught the difference between strength and truculence. His ultimate
decision in favor of limited war might well be called the Korean
Doctrine. He rejected atomic bombs, he rejected strikes across the
Yalu; he called instead for restraint and stout defense. And from this
policy came an image of a strong, dedicated United States willing to
temper might with mercy.
In the long run, this image has served us better than fear.
Post-Koeran writing reflected a curious apathy among historians.
Those who commented on it were generally in favor of the UN venture.
Some dissenters appeared though among publicists, political theorizers,
and especially among novelists. A new wave of pessimistic writing
appeared who decried war as hopeless in the atomic age. These dissenters constitute what we might call an extinctionist school of
letters. A school represented by Max Lerner's Age of Over-Kill: by
Burdick and Wheeler's Fail-Safe; by Nevil Shute's On The Beach; or
Seymour Melman's No Place To Hide.
The best of the extinctionists combined horror with irony and
a certain cynical humor — witness Dr. Strangelove. These books are
in the mainstream of American literary protest. They prick complacency with terror. And we need to have our complacency pricked.
For we are still involved in war.
Our military missions in the dirty places of the planet; in smoldering spots like Vietnam; in such bitter pockets of the cold war as
Berlin; are faced with the same problems that plagued General
MacArthur in Korea.
The military task is victory — tradition, technique, doctrine,
all demand it. And arguments on the merits of the struggle still fall
to the statesman, the politicos, scholars, and ultimately to us all. AS
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Christine 0. Schultz
3417 Montrose Blvd. 508
Houston
Classmates, please note my new
address. I moved into this lovely
aPartment in the late spring and
itle it so much. The people are so
friendly. I
sold my home as the
doctor did not want me to climb
the stairs and have so much responsibility of keeping up a house
after my serious heart attack.
There are three of us Rice
"girls" living here now. Helen
°IleY '21, with members of her
arnily, moved across the hall from
tne at 507 just before school starteLd. Gertrude Maurin, ('21) in 302
naa been here for some time.
Mary Jane (Stratford) Torrens
and husband, William B., have
sold their home in Colorado
SPrings and moved back to Ireland
at WYncroft, 52 Warren Road,
onaghadee Co. Down, N. Ireland.
,
IheY were here in the spring on a
ousiness trip.
Florence (Worley) Skipwith took
tour of Europe this summer with
Lee Werlin Cultural Tour. She is
hoPing to be present for the HomeF°Ining this fall. One of the memI,Jers on the tour was Lucille Brand
20.
Jane (Stockton) Dunaway '38
sent me a letter she had received
ir°111 Hazel Riglander of our class,
v.yho lives at Picadilly Apts., 682
Irola St., Los Angeles, Calif. She
very much interested in seeing
't at
something is done to try to
.eornbat illiteracy in the US. Hazel
is retired and would like to engage in the work of this type of
,
sehools, combating illiteracy, when
LheY are better established.
.Hope all of you who can attend
be at the Homecoming. Let
. hear what you are doing.
rite, or phone JA 3-6426.
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Mrs. A. Ross Rommel
(Mary Jane Hale)
No. 1 Powderhorn Lane
Houston
10 Mailbox: From King Sullivan,
0. Box 2934, Lafayette, La.
"e have a son, M. J. III, a sopho1nere at USL
and daughters Sally
(li!P, Mary Patricia (17), and Nancy
'
3 13). Nancy is well on her way to
eeorning a concert violinist.
Gi'Ye moved to Lockport, La. in
;1,22 to drill oil for Gulf... Left in
h`:38 to go into business for myself.
"!oved to Lafayette, La. three
',ears ago where Charlie (Brother,
''
arehitect, Class of '40) is designing
nem/ house for us.
1. Continuing my oil and gas drilw
ing and production consulting
rk while establshing a new
n
siness."
.
e 11
_ ice Alums — here, there, n'
6,7tYwhere: At Catholic Charity
mild Ball at the Shamrock: Our
tab
le hosted
by the John Dores
.3c1111 Throgmorton '36). Visited
‘
vIth
jDorothy (Learned '32) and
,
e4
4
s nY Coffee ('34); Lloyd Davis
and wife Helen; Elizabeth
(r.
-Uuivan '35) Lawler and Florence
N-orless '39) Shipley.
(eraved at Connie ('37) and Ann
„Vey '38) Ryan and Lloyd Weber
4,
1). Danced with Johnny Dore
V)
, Freddy Alter ('34), and
"ztio Shipley

1

1938

S ALLypoRi

wife Barbara, a 1959 graduate of
TCU, have a 16-Month-old daughter. Carrol took his PhD in Chemical Engineering at the U. of
Michigan and served on its ChE
faculty during the war years. After
a tour with American Cyanide Co.
in New Jersey, he returned to
Texas and Petro-Tex in 1956.
Had some news of Bob Glover,
ChE and captain of the golf team.
Bob is in Palo Alto working for
DuPont.
Pat James is owner of a plastic
fabricating company, the James
Engineering Co. Pat and Edith
(Keating), '41, have five children
... the oldest boy in the Texas
Dental College and the next in line
a student of architecture at Texas
Tech.
News on the distaff side —
Jane Cox is a Veteran Administration Hospital librarian in Spokane,
Washington. Page Kelly Northrup
presides over a glamorous employment establishment, Kelly Girls.
Jean (Lilliott) and Lee ('39)
Blocker must be enjoying a vacation all year round. They are living
at Lakeway Inn and Marina on
Lake Travis near Austin. Lee is
working with the residential development adjacent to the Inn.
Their Miriam is a sophomore at
Briarcliff College near New York
City; Allison, a senior in the high
school at Principia in St. Louis,
Mo; and Betsy is a student in
elementary school in Austin.
Athletically speaking, Sam and
Helen (Texas '41) Cruse's daughter
Lucinda, a senior at Lamar high
and member of the National Honor
Society, has been one of the outstanding swimmers in Texas, competing in AAU meets in the Southwest. Richard is a grad of Washington and Lee, and Sam Jr. is a
senior at Lamar. Atty Sam is a
partner in the firm of Fulbright,
Crooker, Freeman, Bates and Jaworski in Houston.

Mrs. James Karl Dunaway
(Jane Stockton)
415 Blalock Drive, Houston
Sorry to have missed the last
two issues ... returning to school
1944
must have shook me up. But, let
me tell you, there are exciting
The Classes of February and
things going on at Rice these days October are combining for their
and being with it is GREAT!
Twentieth anniversary reunion NoSome quick ones from the
vember 14 at Kaphan's Restaurant.
Alumni Fund Raising Dinner for
Mrs. Dennis Sather and Mrs. E.
workers — Clyde Dill, our class
A. Rain are in charge of reservachairman, is Director of Material tions for the two classes.
Research, Oil Tool Division, at
Reservations already received
Hughes Tool Co. The Clyde and are from the John Ligons, the
Julia (Taylor), '40, progeny equal Jack Nagels (Joyce Winning), Bill
two — Carol at Southwestern in and Pat (Jarrard) Davis (Bill is
Georgetown and Larry at Lamar President of the Alumni AssociaSenior High.
tion), the Ricki Kobayashis, the
Carroll Karkalitis, recently pro- Rugeley Livesays, the Bill Redds
moted to the position of Manager (Mary Elizabeth Baxter), Dorothy
of Research, Petro-Tex Chemical and John Sellingsloh (Dickie is
Corporation in Houston, and his second
Vice-President of the

O

('35).

I

At Alumni Dinner for visiting
University of Virginia President
Edgar Shannon: Rosemary (Mc
Kinney '42) and Joe Meyer ('40)
who have a son, Joe IV, a freshman at Virginia.
At Alumni-sponsored Distinguished Scholar Lecture by Dr.
Frank E. Vandiver: Visited with
Bill Blanton ('37) and son; Ortrud
(Lefevre '38) and Fred Much ('36);
Grace (Griffith '38) Jones and husband, Albert G.; John John ('39)
and wife Peggy; and Malcolm
('37); and Flora (Jackson '41) Mc
Cants.
Flora said Malcolm was asked
recently if the Mike McCants doing
post graduate work in the Rice
Space Science Department is his
younger brother! Mike is their
son. Daughter, Julie is a freshman
at Rice.
This and that: Elizabeth (Floeter)
Way's daughter Susan is Pi Beta
Phi state rush captain for SMU
where she is a senior.
Doris (Poole) Morris' daughter,
Marietta Maxfield ('63), co-author
of "The Day Kennedy Died" is in
Japan for the Olympics.
Our Janie is singing and dancing
in "Damn Yankees" at Colorado
University.
Authors David Wesiheimer and
William Goyen were both back in
town. David here as a feature
attraction at the Houston Post's
Book and Author Program at the
Shamrock. Billy Goyen here researching the Alley Theater for a
story. Writing for Holiday and
Venture, Billy, who makes his
home in New York, was married
to actress Ann Roberts last year.
Homecoming: November 14.

RICE HOMECOMING
BRUNCH RESERVATION — $3.00
I enclose $
Last Name

for
First

reservations.
Initial

Address
City

State
Make check payable to the Association of Rice Alumni.

Alumni Association), the Dennis
&tillers (Dorothy Hagner), the Nat
Pryzants, Al and Tess Poujol, Bill
and Jane (Barnes) Schleier and
Miriam (Ormerod) and Charles
Matthews. Ruth (Rountree) and
Lloyd Money will be here from
California, Betty (Secor) and Frank
Peerman are coming from Corpus
Christi, and our long distance
champion will be Hugh Saye, coming all the way from London,
England!
A twosome just in is the Swinfords, Harry and Laura Lee (Redfield).
Let us hear from you soon and
we will have a wonderful reunion.

1962
Mary Ann Calkins
Bryn Mawr College
Bryn Mawr, Pa.
John Stephenson, who married
Gail Raye Case last June, is at
SMU Law School on a tuition
scholarship and has been invited
to be a member of the Southwestern Law Journal.
Pat and Nancy (Dodds) Groves,
also married last June, are now in
Houston. Pat stayed at Rice on a
National Science Foundation Fellowship to work on a PhD in
electrical engineering.
Quite a few of our class are
teaching in the Houston area:
Linda Ulbricht, Dianne (Wooten)
Keil, in Texas City, Ken Fulton at
Spring Branch, and Gail Anne
Gale at Cullen Junior High. Mary
Day Milbank decided to go further
afield. This year she taught history
at Spaulding School, Honolulu,
Hawaii.
David and Virginia (Howell)
Carpenter are now living in Marshall, where he is a chemical engineer for Atlas Chemical Industries, Inc.
Pat Yale is in Houston working
on her PhD from the University of
Texas. The VA Hospital, Temple,
Texas, has financed her studies in
clinical psychology.
Summer '63 Evelyn Thomas left
her teaching job in Colorado to
study history at William and Mary.
She hoped to finish the MA this
past summer while she was working in Williamsburg.
Some of you may be getting a
new publication, The Rhodes Runner, written and edited by Robert
Johnston. This newssheet — a
chronical of his travels, of the
people he has met, and the work
he is doing at Oxford in Politics,
Philosophy, and Economics —
makes facinating reading. Robert
and Jim Bob Doty saw Eleanor
Powers, Pat Jones and her fiance,
Jim Casteneda in Madrid during
Christmas vacation. Eleanor, Pat,
Jim Bob, and Lil Lubinski, who
has taught in Paris for the last
two years, came back to the US
this summer.
Sue (Burton) Edmundson wrote
not long ago to say that she and
Nathan are at last settled for a
while in Fort Worth after his
tour with the Army. He is working
on an MA in economics and Sue
is with the Fort Worth Public
Library.
Jim Rhodes, Charlie Giraud, and
Tom Campbell are among those of
our class studying the intricacies
of the law at the University of
Texas.
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SPORTS
By BILL WHITMORE
is not an impossible task, though (along with M. Walker and Hale),
QB Walter McRaynolds, is getting
Rice Sports Information Director certainly a tough challenge.
As mentioned, the scoreboard is better each time out, and some
Everyone knows the score of the the only thing that counts for the sharp running by soph Chuck LaRice-Texas classic, of course, and won-loss record. But seldom has tourette has buoyed hopes the
the vaunted Longhorns did make a Rice club so thoroughly domi- Owls will start moving the ball
off with a 6-3 victory on the nated a football game and not more.
scoreboard. Unfortunately, no mat- gotten a victory. They outgained
A quick closing note that footter what the circumstances, what Texas by a startling 227-89 in ball dominates the scene, but the
goes on the board is all that total offense, 16-5 in first downs, Rice athletes in other sports are
counts. So, it has to be a bow to and just plain whipped the 'Horns staying busy, too. Coach George
UT as winner of the game.
physically. Three UT regulars had Carlisle has started daily workBut in fairness to a splendid to leave the game after hard, but outs for the Rice basketball squad,
Owl team, Rice alumni (especially clean, blows. The Owls got only and we'll have a more detailed
those living too distant for any the usual bruises of a tough con- report on that group soon.
detailed press reports) should be test.., you can bet Texas was
It looks like a tough year with
told of an absolutely magnificent hitting hard, too.
a very green squad (only one
performance by the Rice team.
The importance of the foot in letterman back from last year's
Actually, the Owls just plain whip- football was emphasized in this 15-9 squad in Don Siegmund), but
ped the 'Horns in everything but game, though. In the second half, Coach George Carlisle in his
that one vital area — making after a 3-3 first half deadlock, second season will have the Owls
points.
Texas made no first downs and hustling hard.
As Coach Neely put it, "It was less than 20 yards total offense.
Frosh coach Allen Davis will be
a shame for our boys to play so But they got a great 65-yard quick due to work with one of the best
hard and so well and not get a kick by talented Ernie Koy Jr. freshman squads Rice has had in
better reward." Certainly this '64 to put the Owls in a hole at a long while. For now, A. Davis is
busy coaching the Rice Owlet grid
Owl club is to be commended their 4.
highly for a fabulous effort against
When the return kick was short squad that lost its first two games
the UT powerhouse that carried its and run back to the Rice 23, that to SMU and Texas, but has some
National No. 1 rating over to mid- gave UT their one chance for a talent to help the varsity.
season this year until nipped by field goal and the 6-3 lead they
Arkansas, 14-13 (and they came so held on to rest of the way. The
•
very close to winning that one, Owls valiantly battled back for
too).
two strong scoring threats, but
Fred Hansen wins gold medal at
their own late game field goal
Despite the heartbreaking loss, tries (2 of 'ern) went
Olympics in Tokyo — Ed Red in
just
a
shade
the Owls still were in solid South- off.
Javelin Finals
west Conference title contention
All Rice alumni proudly took
as this report was prepared —
And earlier there was a dropped
prior to the Texas Tech contest — pass in the end zone.., and a 69- note recently when the great Fred
and that is the major goal, to win yard kickoff return by Ronnie Hansen brought international fame
the SWC crown or a share of it. Cervenka that came so very close to Rice University (and considerably joy to famous Owl track
to going all the way.
Up to the Tech game, Rice is
coach Emmett Brunson and aide
But that's football, and there's Augie Erfurth, both Rice exes).
1-1 in league play and could finish
no worse than a three-way tie for no use looking back on that one,
Fred's pressure-packed triumph
first place with Arkansas and except to commend the team for
Texas by sweeping the five re- a splendid effort, and encourage to set a new Olympic record and
maining games. If the Owls "get them to take the rest of them and win the gold medal in the pole
vault must be recorded as one
after it" in the remaining games Rice might yet make the Cotton
of the all-time great events of Rice
as they did against Texas, a final Bowl.
athletic history in any sport. It was
half of the season five-game sweep
Looking ahead, beyond two vital fitting for this tremendous honor
SWC games the next two weeks and world wide acclaim to go to a
with Texas Tech and then con- handsome, clean-cut youngster
ference leader Arkansas at Fayetteville, the Owls have one of
special interest to the alumni ...
that, of course, is the occasion of
Homecoming.
This year it is slated for the
Texas Aggie game of November 14.
A note of irony... the Owls
have one of their best defensive
teams in a good while, despite
that freakish 7-34 loss to Stanford
—a club they had whipped handily
in previous years. Stanford primarily scored on Owl offensive
mistakes, pass interceptions or
fumbles deep in home territory.

BILLY HALE
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Aside from that one game,
though, the Owls' defense has been
terrific. Consider that in three
home games to date, Rice has
given up no touchdowns! Yet, we
lost two of the games on field
goals to Top Ten teams in LSU
and Texas.
When you have magnificent
linebacking by that famous veteran duo of 6-4, 245-pound Malcolm
Walker and 6-4, 225-pound Russell
Wayt, not many teams should take
a lot of liberties with the Rice
defense. The line and defensive
secondary also have done real well
with a deep-back trio of tri-captain
Billy Hale, Dave Ferguson, and the
aforementioned Cervenka as good
a unit as there is in college football.
Meantime, the third tri-captain

RICHARD BOWE

who won the Bob Quin Aware
last year.
Meantime, plaudits also go tc
Ed Red for making the US Olyrn'
pic team and finishing 11th 15
the world games, ahead of the
other two American entries, wile
were supposed to beat him.
Talented Rice hurdling star
Bobby May — as we noted in all
earlier report — came close to
making the Olympic squad after
becoming NCAA champion in June
One final champion to note ..•
Rice tennis coach Sam Giammalva
won the National Pro Tenn15
Players singles title in a tournament in late summer. We'll have
a lot of material (we hope!) orl
Sammy and his '64 SWC champio0
tennis squad members in a later
issue.
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History Lecturer...
(Continued from Page 2)
Guggenheim, NATO, and Ford
Foundation Fellowships, is president of the International SocietY
of the History of Ideas, a past
president of the American Asso'
ciation of Adult Education, and
an honorary member of Phi Beta
Kappa and Phi Alpha Theta. Ile
is an editorial advisor to the En'
cyclopaedia Britannica, co-editor
of the Journal of the History of
Ideas, of Current History, and of
Orbis, a Quarterly of International
Affairs.
Professor Kohn has combined
academic research with a great
deal of travel and personal experience. Born in Prague in 1891,
he received a Doctor of Lavva
Degree at the German UniversitY
there. In World War I he served
in the Austrian Army, was caP:
tured by the Russians and sped'
five years in Russia. During this
time he studied the Russian language and culture and saw tile
transition from Tsarisrn to Lenin'
ism.
In 1920 Dr. Kohn returned to
Europe and spent the next 11
years in Paris, London, and Jerd;
salem writing on imperialism ano
nationalism in the Middle East,
In 1931 he came to the United
States to teach at the New School
for Social Research in New Yorlc
In 1943 he became professor of
modern history at Smith College;
In 1949 he became professor or
history at the City College of NO/
York. Dr. Kohn has been a visiting
professor at Harvard, Mount HolY'
oke College, Fletcher School for
International Law and DiplomacY,
University of Denver and the University of Pennsylvania. He ha$
taught summer courses at the
Universities of California, Colo'
rado, Minnesota, Yale, Bowling
Green and Wesleyan.
He was a member of the Princeton Institute of Advanced Studies
in both 1948 and 1955 and was
Fellow of the Center for Advanced
Studies at Wesleyan University ip
1963-64.
Professor Kohn taught in the
Salzburg Seminar in American
Studies in 1953. He lectured before
German universities in 1951, 190,
and 1957, and in 1960 he visited
Tunisia, Sudan and Turkey in behalf of the U. S. Information Service.
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.411umni in the <iliews
BENJAMIN E. BREWER JR.,('55),
president of the Rice Architectural
Alumni Association, has been
named to full partnership in the
Houston architectural and planning firm of Neuhaus and Taylor.
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GILBERT L. HEIDLER JR., ('41)
has been made sales engineer for
the industrial machinery sales department of US Steel's Oilwell Division in Houston.
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SHANNON VISITS CAMPUS — Dr. Edgar Shannon (right), president
of the University of Virginia, visited with Dr. Carey Croneis and
Dr. Kenneth Pitzer during his trip to Texas. With him at the Sallyport
are (left to right) the current president of the Houston University
of Virginia Alumni, Mrs. A. Ross Rommel whose husband is a past
President of the U. of Va. Alumni, Mrs. Croneis, and Mrs. Shannon.

Rice Given $83,300 Grant
To Study Thunder Energy
Rice has received an $83,300
grant from the National Science
Poundation for a three-year study
of the energy in thunder and its
Possible effect on the ionosphere.
Dr. Alexander J. Dessler, Chair_
Tan of the Rice Space Science
uepartment, and Dr. Richard K.
Cook, Chief of the Sound Section
of the National Bureau of Stantirds and a visiting lecturer at
Rice, will be the principal investiEators in the project designed to
Measure the Absolute Power
Spectrum of Thunder and Investigate its Possible Coupling with
the Ionosphere."
Actual measurements of the
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acoustical energy of thunder will
be made by microphones set up
at an observatory near the Rice
campus and tape recorded for later
analysis. The development of some
experimental apparatus and the
absolute calibrations of the microphones be used in the research
will be done at the National
Bureau of Standards.
The possibility that the acoustical energy generated by lightning
flashes may be dissipated high in
the ionosphere will be investigated theoretically.
Although there have been large
numbers of accurate measurements made of the electromagnetic
radiation from lightning, there has
been little modern work done on
the quantitative acoustic description of thunder, Dessler said. It is
estimated that lightning strikes the
earth's surface about 100 times a
second on the acoustic energy
of the thunder warrants serious
quantitative investigation.
Calculations based on the best
present estimates of the amount of
acoustical energy generated by a
lightning flash indicate the amount
of energy deposited in the ionosphere may be sufficient to account for some abnormal ionospheric behavior.
Sound is possibly the coupling
mechanism between the lightning
storm and the ionosphere. Several
investigators, said Dr. Dessler,
have reported definite ionospheric
disturbances when thunderstorms
pass near an ionosound station.
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S ALLYPORT

W. C. BEAULIEU, ('37) former
director of the Chase Manhattan
Bank of New York in Venezuela,
died September 3 in Caracas.
LOUIS C. TODD (`39) formerly
associated with Franklin Aston
and Fair Inc. in oil production in
Roswell, New Mexico, died February 8.
WALLACE FRANKLIN ('28), a
Dallas lawyer and active in the
Dallas Area Alumni, died of a
heart attack September 27.
T. J. GREANEY JR. ('43) has been
named project development manager in the investment planning
and manufacturing department of
Esso Chemical Company in New
York.
J. ROBERT ELSTER ('59) has graduated from Duke University Law
School and is employed as an associate with the firm of Hudson,
Ferrell, Petree, Stockton, Stockton,
and Robinson in Winston-Salem,
North Carolina.
BRADFORD F. REEVES ('59) is
doing his three year residency at
Mayo Clinic.
LEONARD I. RADOFF is the new
public service librarian at the
Abilene Public Library.
HERBERT ALLEN (929) has been
named a fellow of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers.
He is the sixth Houstonian to receive this mark of national engineering recognition.
RONALD E. NICHOLS ('61) has
joined the Texas Research and
Technical Department in Monroe,
La.

THOMAS E. CURRY ('49) has been
promoted to director of marketing
for the Caribbean, Central America, and South America territory
by Gulf Oil Company.
JOHN D. RICE ('49) has been
named assistant director of production research and development
for Sun Oil Company.
GREGORY P. CATSINAS ('51) has
been named manager of special
sales and supply and distribution
for Mobil Oil Company's Gas
Liquids Department in Houston.
E. A. BARTSCH JR.('47) has been
made head of the electrical engineering department design division for Bernard Johnson Engineers, Inc. Houston.
DR. EMERY B. MILLER (MS '59,
PhD ('51) has been appointed president of Penisular Chem. Research
Inc. in Gainesville, Fla.
OLIVER H. LE BLANC ('53) presented a paper on "Electronic
Transport in Organic Crystals" at
an international scientific meeting in Munich, West Germany. Dr.
LeBlanc is a physical chemist with
General Electric Research Laboratory.
DR. PHILLIP R. BROOKS is an
assistant professor of chemistry at
the University of Chicago in the
Department of Physics.
N. E. WALDIE ('27) is president of
the Purchasing Agents Association
of Houston.
CHARLES ELLIS WALPOLE ('60)
is contract administrator for Space
Craft, Inc. in Huntsville, Alabama.
DR. JOHN T. REYNOLDS ('60) has
joined the Knolls Atomic Power
Laboratory in Schenectady, New
York, as a nuclear physicist.
FRANCIS G. WINTERS ('44) has
been named president of the Texas
Telephone and Telegraph Company to succeed his father.
HARPER LEIPER ('38) was elected
president of the 8,000-member Professional Photographers of America recently in Chicago.

Rice Players to Give First Play
'A Man for All Seasons'Nov.5
The Rice University Players
have selected "A Man for All
Seasons" as the show to open the
1964-65 season in Hamman Auditorium November 5.
Neil Havens, the newly-announced Players Director, will
direct the Robert Bolt story of Sir
Thomas More's struggle to gain
power in the 16th Century English
government while opposing King
Henry VIII's marriage and divorce.
Havens, a former Rice Alumnus
who has returned from New York
and a professional dramatic career
to become a full-time faculty advisor to the campus theatrical
group, has scheduled the initial
production from November 5
through 10. Curtain time is 8 p.m.
Cast in the leading roles for the
show are Bill Seward as Sir
Thomas; Jenny Baird as his wife,
Lady Alice; Joy Oppenheim as his
daughter, Lady Margaret; Bob
Lowenstein as Richard Rich; and
Joe Parsons as Will Roper.

Others in the cast include John
Epstein, John Harris, Joe Caruthers, Chuck Marstrand, Ida Ambramowitz, and Thom Scrutchin.
Beverly Wehking, chairman of
the Players, is production coordinator. Ed Cragg is technical director, and Roger Glade has been
named
assistant
to
Director
Havens.

NSF Awards Grant
For Ryon Building
Rice has received a $150,000
grant from the National Science
Foundation to finance a portion
of the new Ryon Engineering
Laboratory Building.
This grant will be combined
with Rice funds and a major donation from Professor Emeritus and
Mrs. L. B. Ryon to provide the
one million dollar facility scheduled for completion in March, 1965.
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HOMECOMING
WELCOME ALUMNI:
DROP IN AND SEE HOW WE'VE CHANGED!
From Wedgewood plates to reading lamps, from pencils and
pens through typewriters, from pennants and sweatshirts
through jewlery and radios — we have what you're looking for.
But books. That's what you'll find in greatest abundance at the
Campus Store. We even had to rip out the walls over the
summer to accommodate the thousands of new titles in paperbacks, best sellers and reference books.

Historians and War...

If we don't have what you want, we'll get it for you, be it a
book or any thing regularly stocked by our suppliers. We will
gladly process a special order for you — at no extra charge.
Come on over and see for yourself. We're in the Memorial
Center. If you can't come by, telephone and we will mail
your order to you.

(Continued from Page 6)
we argue the issue of solidering on in Vietnam, as we toll the troubles
of Laos, we must keep constantly in mind that war has become an.
intensely touchy tool.
Far too many present pundits have been numbed by the atomic
age, and eagerly announce that things are really not very different
than before. War is still war and under some conditions it remains
the best instrument of national policy.
These wiseacres, and their work infests the pages of many a national
magazine, are prideful folk of doubtful wit. They either forget or
underrate the process of escalation. Escalation is that horrifying application of Parkinson's Law to war — escalation is the mechanism by
which a small brush fire war can slowly turn into a global conflict.

Rice
Campus
Store
IN RICE

MEMORIAL
CENTER

P. 0. BOX 1892 • HOUSTON

Easy enough to believe it could not happen. But wars always get
nastier before they get better.
Escalation is not simply a process of the atomic age, to be abhored
and ignored along with the bomb. Escalation is a norm of conflict.
The trouble with escalation today is that a little is too much.
The crisis in Vietnam stays in bounds as long as both sides
understand the ground rules. But what if the ground rules shift?
The only way that could happen, say the current optomists, is for the
Chinese Reds to drop an atomic bomb.., or issue nuclear grenades
to Viet Gong Guerillas.
Suppose, just for the sake of argument, that the military situation
in Vietnam deteriorates — the Vietnamese Army cracks and runs
pell-mell through Saigon. Suppose, too, that all American missions
there are jeopardized as a result — that all foreigners are in danger.
The duty of the local American commanders is clear. They would be
forced to use every weapon possible to save the situation. Military
necessity would deny consideration of anything save the local emergency. Which is as it should be. In this situation, what kind of pressure would there be on the American president to commit tactical
nuclear weapons?

IF IT CRAWLS OR GNAWS, CALL
MO 44897
5617 SOUTHWEST FREEWAY
LEO HOLDER '57
We also control . .. WEEDS and SNAKES

Some of this pressure, indeed, has already been felt from those
that believe that nuclear weapons might be used to effect in Southeast Asia.
Our problem today is not whether defoliation is an affront to
nature, not whether tactical fall-out is deadlier than strategic fall-out;
not whether Asians are more expendible than Caucasians; our problem
is the kind of world we are creating. This problem is of particular
concern to historians, especially military historians. They are fundamentally humanists, hense they cannot see nuclear war as would
the remorseless scientist or the professional solider. Theirs is not to
measure the degree of over-kill nor to plot the fattest target — theirs
is rather to opt for humankind and to scan the past for future hope.
It is not an encouraging occupation; military historians who do
it are always aware that war has been and seems to be. Since it remains,
they question how war and people can both survive in the cobalt age.
History offers some clues; the experience of the last 20 years
makes it clear that in the era of total extinction, total war is unacceptable. Woodrow Wilson came to appreciate this fact, almost 50 years
ago and called for peace without victory.
Truman saw it 13 years ago and evolved his Korean Doctrine.
Statesmen and soliders today must see it, too; must concede the
passing of the age of total war and learn some compromise between
victory and oblivion, and they will have to be quick about it. When
the doomsday machine starts ticking, our times have run out.
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MOVING
STORAGE
EXPORT CRATING
HOUSTON:
7019 Katy Road — UN 14177
•
CORPUS CHRISTI:
4120 Lexington Blvd. — UL 3-6231

Bennett B. Watson...'41
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